Attaching the Oticon FM9 Audioshoe and Phonak Roger X DM Receiver to personal parent provided hearing aids.

To attach the FM9 audioshoe, first, open the battery door of the hearing aid. Note the notch on the bottom of the hearing aid. Next, note the tab on the top of the FM9. Gently insert this tab into the open end of the notch on the bottom of the hearing aid until it slides into place. With the batter in place, close the battery door to turn the hearing aid on. If the student uses two hearing aids, repeat this procedure for the other hearing aid.

To connect the Roger X DM receiver to the audioshoe, first examine the bottom of the Roger X receiver. It has 3 metal prongs. Identify the one prong that is thicker than the other two. On the bottom of the FM9 audioshoe you will see 3 holes. Identify the hole that is larger than the other two. Now line up the thicker prong with the larger hole and gently push the Roger X receiver until it clicks into place. If the student wears two hearing aids, repeat this procedure on the other side. In most cases, the student is now ready to hear the DM signal sent wirelessly from the teacher’s mic.
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Audioshoes can remain on a student’s hearing aids when they leave at the end of each day. Some students, however, may prefer to remove both their audioshoes and Roger X DM receivers.
To remove the FM9 audioshoe, simply open the battery door and slide the audioshoe out from the bottom of the hearing aid. Please remember to always store the small Roger X receivers in the BOCES 2 provided case.